ARROWGARD AND ARROWMAT
From Arrowtabs, whose self-adhesive labels for
photographic purposes are well known, we have
received for review two of their latest lines, known
respectively as Arrowgard transparency sleeves and
Arrowmat slide title blanks. The Arrowgard sleeves
are of completely transparent and fairly stiff plastic
material, into which the cardboard readymounts can
be slid, and in which they are held quite firmly. This
gives complete protection from scratches, does not
affect the definition during projection, and our tests
show, will stand up to quite considerable periods
in a projector without suffering any harm from the
heat. They sell for 3s. 6d. for 20; 15s. 6d. for 100;
and 37s. 6d. for 250. They are certainly a boon to
those people who possess a large number of cardboard
mounted slides which the wish to rotect.
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The Arrowmat slide title blanks are also very
valuable accessories. These slide blanks consist of a
paper mask, a piece of folded carbon and a piece of
cellophane. The cellophane is placed between the
folded carbon , and whatever announcement is required
to be projected on to the screen is written or typed on
the surface of the carbon paper which transfers the
writing to the cellophane. Although the carbon paper
itself is bright yellow, the yellow image so produced is
completely opaque to light, so that when the piece of
cellophane is trimmed and mounted up in the usual
way one gets black letters on the white screen. There
are all kinds of uses for these Arrowmats, particularly
for lecturers, not only for titles but also for diagrams,
graphs, and other line illustrations. They sell for 2s. 6d.
for seven blanks and can be obtained through any
photographic dealers. Both of these devices can be
fully recommended .
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